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Dear Readers
Success is like a multifaceted gem, reflecting different facets when
observed from various angles. What it means to one person may not
necessarily hold true for another.

Success, to some, is synonymous with the pursuit of academic excellence.
Achieving high grades, gaining scholarships, and excelling in exams
represent their milestones of accomplishment. For these students, the
classroom is their battlefield, and knowledge is their greatest weapon.

For others, success manifests in creative expression. Whether it's painting,
music, writing, or any form of art, they find their triumph in creating
something beautiful or impactful. Their masterpieces become the epitome
of their success, leaving a lasting legacy for the world to admire.

In the realm of sports and athleticism, success is often measured in terms
of trophies, medals, and records. Those with a competitive spirit thrive on
pushing their physical boundaries, cherishing the sweet taste of victory.

As we navigate our paths toward success, let's remember that the
destination may vary, but the common thread is the pursuit of excellence.
Each of us has a unique definition of success, and that's what makes our
school community a vibrant tapestry of diverse aspirations and
accomplishments.

Let us celebrate these different interpretations of success and continue to
support one another on our respective journeys. After all, it is in our
shared goals and mutual encouragement that we find the true essence of
success in our school.

Here's to a month filled with inspiration, determination, and personal
triumphs!

Happy scrolling! 
Chief Editor, 
Tanvi Jham
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Mr. Rajesh Telrandhe from CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, WARDHAMAN
NAGAR was adjudged the winner of the competition, The Paint Project,  
a platform for the teachers to unleash their creativity. There were various

themes given for the teachers to showcase their talents. 
The judges were floored by Mr. Telrandhe’s painting and they called it
–“ visually appealing, ideologically balanced and perfectly rendered,
this self-portrait is reminiscent of the creation of Adam in the Sistine

Chapel; especially as the child reaches out to touch the hand of
knowledge. The metaphors are rich enough to create a perfectly balanced

imaginative visual.”
Mr. Rajesh Telrandhe received a cash prize of Rs. 25,000

In the same competition 20 individual prizes were also given out as a
special consolation prize to the teachers whose paintings were considered

wonderful. Mrs. Sana Seth of the Physics and Mathematics Dept. won
Rs. 5000/- for her art work. The topic she chose was – Child at the Heart
of Technology. Her painting conveyed how technology has been moulded

keeping the child in mind, such as in a child’s car seat, safe scissors,
funky child friendly straws and the GPS TRACKER that keeps parents

aware of their child's whereabouts. Tiny feet stamped on the heart added
the emotional connect. 

When the staff and principal, Mrs. Kanchan Ukey, learned of this       
good news, they were ecstatic. We congratulate Rajesh sir and Sana

ma’am for achieving this fantastic victory . 

BRUSHSTROKES OF SUCCESS



The Painting and itscreator

Mr. Rajesh Telrandhe



The Painting and its

creator

Mrs. Sana Seth
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Harshit Periwal of class 10 was adjudged  the winner
(Senior Category) in Game Design at the Design

Challenge, India’s Biggest National Design Championship
that provides a platform for school students, age 6 to 16

years, to showcase their creativity and talent in App
Design, Game Design, Graphic Design, 3D Design, Coding,

Web Design and Movie Making. The students’ projects
were evaluated by an online jury comprising industry
experts and eminent personalities from the education

fraternity. The regional winners 
 competed for Nationals and received a Trophy and a

Certificate for their achievement. 
 350 schools had taken part in this event and Harshit’s

game design was declared as the winner of the West
region. He competed against all regional winners at the

national level and  was declared the Runner Up.
 The school is extremely proud to have this talented and

intelligent young boy as one of its students. 
Jumana Gulzar of class 10 was declared as the Runner Up

in Graphics Design category. Naitik Agrawal, Vidhan
Jejani, Yuvraj Gupta of class 8 were also a Runners Up in

the Game Design category. These gifted students have
made the entire school proud with their achievements. 

CPS WN SHINES AT NATIONAL DESIGN

CHAMPIONSHIP

 





JAGRAVI MHATRE WINS LAURELS

Jagravi Mhatre, a talented artist from Centre Point School, WN
earned laurels when she participated in the Kalakruti Art and
Craft Competition organized by Prerna International School
recently. 
         A Class 6 student, Jagravi Mhatre impressed the judges
with her fabric painting of a moon in the Mandala Art form on a
white handkerchief and bagged the 1st Prize in the Group for
Classes 5 and 6. She was awarded a beautiful trophy and a
certificate as a mark of her achievement.
         Guided and mentored by her Arts teacher, Mrs. Sabina
Hussain, she received a big congratulatory pat on her back from
the school management and teachers for her super achievement



The 17th Under 14 District Level Roll Ball tournament was
organized by Nagpur District Roll Ball Association on 30th

August 2023 at Bhaskar Ground, Wardhaman Nagar,
Nagpur.

The under 14 Boys & Girls Team of Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar, Nagpur won all the matches and

became the champions of the tournament and also qualified
for State level matches.

CPS WN  WIN  DISTRICT  LEVEL AND  
QUALIFY  FOR STATE  LEVEL  ROLL BALL



The zip zap zoomers of Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar made the school proud by

winning two Gold Medals and a Bronze Medal at the
Inter School Skating Rink Race organized by St.
Vincent Pallotti School, Mankapur, Nagpur and

Nagpur District Roller Skating Association, on 12th
September, 2023. 

The winners are Larisha Kashikar of Class 6 D and
Aarav Gupta of Class 5 B, who bagged the Gold

Medals.  Vedika Agrawal of Class 5 B won the Bronze
Medal. They were also awarded certificates. They

have given the credit for their success to their coach
Mr. Swapnil Samarth.

SKATERS  DO  IT  ONCE  

AGAIN





ROLL BALL WINNING SPREE
by cpswn

The students of CENTRE POINT SCHOOL
WARDHAMAN NAGAR have continued their winning
spree  in Roll Ball tournaments in all categories. School

Roll Ball Tournament (Under 14) was organized by
Zilla Krida Parishad & District Sports Officer’s Office,
Nagpur & Nagpur District Roll Ball Association under

the aegis of Directorate of Sports & Youth Services,
Pune in collaboration with District & NMC . Both the

girls and the boys teams of our School fought hard in the
competition and won the finals against Swaminarayan
School (Boys) & Blossom High School (Girls) team with

their excellent performance. They  also managed to
qualify for the DSO Division level tournament.

Congratulations to all the players and their coach Mr.
Swapnil Samarth sir.



The Proud Winners 



ROLL BALL WINNING
SPREE CONTINUES

The students of CENTRE POINT SCHOOL
WARDHAMAN NAGAR  continued their winning
spree  in Roll Ball tournaments in all categories.

School Roll Ball Tournament (Under 17  & 19) was
organized by Zilla Krida Parishad & District Sports
Officer’s Office, Nagpur & Nagpur District Roll Ball
Association under the aegis of Directorate of Sports &
Youth Services, Pune in collaboration with District &

NMC . 
Students of Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar

competed with zeal and won the finals showcasing
their remarkable performance. They even qualified

for the DSO Division level tournament.
Congratulations to all the players and their coach

Mr. Swapnil Samarth.



The Proud Winners 



Sai Jais, the swift shuttler from Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar, Nagpur, cinched the Gold

Medal in the Under – 17 Girls Singles Category, N. K.
Garg Memorial, Nagpur District, Badminton
Tournament organized by the Nagpur District

Badminton Association (NDBA) from 15th to 17th
September 2023. She has been trained by Mrs.
Trupti Panchbhai from the Sports Department. 

SAI- THE SHUTTLER
WINS AGAIN



FOOTBALLERS BAG SILVER
MEDALS

The energetic footballers of Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar, Nagpur, bagged the second

position at the District Level in the DSO SHALAYA
Under – 14 Girls Category. The event was held from
12th to 20th September at the Mankapur Stadium.

The team comprised of Diva Rochwani, Rasleen
Kaur, Arohi Zarariya, Anagha Yadao, Sharwari

Bhongade, Naziya Chimthanawala, Sanika Hadge,
Janisha Panchmatia, Mohsina Chimthanawala,
Mrinmai Wankhede, Saketa Shiohare, Samaira

Khurana, Anaya Wath, Nirja Saboo, Aditi Jain, Arya
Kumbhare, Vania Sugandh and Ananya Shah. The

girls were awarded with the Silver Medals and
Certificates. They have given the credit for their

success to their coach Mr. Virendra Baghel.





SHARP SHOOTERS
BRING LAURELS

In the Under – 17 DSO Basketball Event, the sharp shooters
of Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar, Nagpur,

secured the Third Position. The event was held on 7th and
8th September 2023 in Bajaj Nagar, Nagpur. The team
members were Manan Agrawal, Sarthak Kankariya,

Atharv Agrawal, Arnav Mahatme, Vivaan Sangar, Meet
Shah, Bhavya Patel, Kanul Chaddha, Ayush Kirpane,

Krishna Kela and Jay Patel. They were ably coached by
Mr. Manoj Rakshak of the Sports Department.



In a remarkable display of precision and skill,
Pundlik Channe of Centre Point School

Wardhamaan Nagar emerged victorious at DSO
District level competition organised by Rifle

Shooting Association on the 16th September 2023
at Ahuja Nagar Shooting Range, Jaripatka.

Pundlik secured the first position and won a gold
medal in open side Rifle Shooting, under 17

category. He has been selected for Division level
competition. He scored 140/400 points that

contributed to his success. Congratulations to the
winner and his mentor Mrs. Pallavi Khandale.

We wish him luck for his future events.

WHAT AN AIM, PUNDLIK! 





PURVA – MAKING
WAVES IN GYMNASTICS

Centre Point School Wardhamaan Nagar is proud to
announce that Purva Nandanwar of class 10 has

qualified for State Level Gymnastics in D.S.O Rhythmic
Gymnastics Competition organised by D.S.O and
Nagpur District Gymnastics Association on 16th

September 2023 at Mankapur Stadium, Nagpur. She
participated in Under -19 Girls category and got a

certificate for securing the 4th position at the Divisional
Level. Congratulations to Purva and her mentor Mrs.

Pallavi Khandale.



School

SchoolDiary
Diary



The 6th edition of CENMUN, was inaugurated in a

resplendent ceremony amidst invited dignitaries, guests,

executive board members and exuberant delegates. The

grand event was held on 1st September 2023, in the

premises of the host school, Centre Point

School,Wardhaman Nagar. The proceedings began with the

arrival of the Chief Guest, Mr. Zaka Haque, retired high

court judge and senior advocate at supreme court of India,

whose distinguished presence added a sense of prestige to

the eventful evening.

The ceremony which was a visual spectacle began with the

lighting of the lamp by the Chief guest, Mr. Zaka Haque, Mrs

Shilpee Ganguly director-principal CPS, Katol Road, Mrs.

Kanchan Ukey, Principal, Centre Point School Wardhaman

Nagar, Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, former executive director,

Centre Point Group of Schools and Mrs. Sumathi

Venugopalan, former principal, CPSWN. The evening came

alive with a mesmerizing dance performance by the students

of CPSWN. In her welcome note, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly

hailed the efforts of the entire Secretariat for organizing an

event of such magnitude. She wished all the delegates

success and hoped that they learn valuable lessons in

diplomacy during the 3-day conference. The 3-day event,

with the theme, "A Neoteric Take on Real Time Issues", was  

hosted by CPSWN from 1st to 3rd September 2023. 

The CENMUN Saga





Excitement. Enthusiasm. Zeal. Nervousness.

Anticipation…were just some of the feelings

which were running rampant during the first

session of CENMUN.

The day commenced with seamless precision as

delegates arrived punctually, brimming with

enthusiasm to engage in substantial discussions.

Our dedicated chairs and vice-chairs set the tone

by initiating committee sessions promptly, leading

to exceptional debates and insightful

deliberations. 

The midday break saw delegates relishing a well-

deserved lunch, recharging for the rest of the

day’s enriching proceedings. After all this, the

delegates enjoyed a much awaited evening of

good food, dance and music. 

the much awaited socials

evening - CENMUN 2023





Inspired by the idea shared by our

Principal, Mrs. Kanchan Ukey, the students

of CENTRE  POINT SCHOOL

WARDHAMAN NAGAR's Green Warriors'

Club and the students who have chosen

Biology in classes 11 and 12,

enthusiastically participated in the

medicinal plants plantation activity on the

school grounds,  

The school gardeners taught the pupils the      

right way to grow these shrubs. They also

received a briefing on their popular names,

scientific names, and medical significance. 

     All of this information was conveyed to

them by their mentors and instructors,

Mrs. Uma Purohit and Mrs. Sangeeta Bargi.

Plantation Drive
at CPSWN



Joyful Learning
with the Principal , Mrs. Kanchan Ukey
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6 TO 86 TO 86 TO 8



Skill Development classes
have been incorporated in the
curriculum at CPSWN from
the academic year, 2023-24.
The sessions are held every
1st, 3rd and 5th Saturday

for classes 6 to 8. The
students look forward to

attending these classes with
gusto as they learn and have

fun at the same time. 



Class 8 students

learning the art of

paper mâché  



Class 7 students

learning how to plant 

and 

nurture plants 



Class  6 students

getting a taste of  

financial literacy

Looking, awestruck  and amazed,

at all the ancient coins



Class  6 Potters

without the 

wand  

Not minding getting their hands dirty

to shape the clay into Pinch Pots



SCIENCE
SCIENCE
SCIENCE

   

CLUBCLUBCLUB

   ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES
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“For the things we have to learn before we can
do them, we learn by doing them.”

Learning by doing activities has always been
the best way to acquire knowledge. And if the

activities contain games and fun then of
course our young students will have a great

time. Students of classes 1 to 5 have their
Science Club activities on every Thursday.

They use the materials in their kits to study a
variety of new ideas throughout their hour-
long session with the teachers. In just a few
weeks, the kids built a hydraulic cannon,
examined various forms of transportation,

built several kinds of dwellings and
participated in a session on sound. 

Wishing our young learners, a fruitful journey
in the Science Club. 



Little architects at work -
creating the houses of their

dreams



Analysing  
human

anatomy



Securing the
Screws that areloose



How
Machines
function



AeroBay is an experiential learning programme
that can help  students build their skills and

competencies in the domains pertaining to
Aerospace, Space, Drones, E-Vehicles, Meteorology

and Designing Industries. It is a hands-on
interactive learning process where the expert’s

guidance can lead a student to a relevant career
option. This class addresses the development of the
21st Century skills such as Creativity, Innovation,

Communication and Problem Solving. 
In the first 3 sessions conducted by the school, the

students have learnt the importance of STEAM, an
acronym which stands for Science, Technology,

Engineering, Art and Mathematics. 
The students of classes 1 and 2 learnt how to make
Helicopter Blades. Classes 3, 4 and 5 successfully

ended up making a Rocket Base and the students of
classes 6 and 7 created a Parachute Base. 

These classes are taken up by passionate aerospace
engineers who will guide the students and hopefully

transfer some of their zeal to the students too. 

AEROBAY CLASSES
AT CPS WN



AEROBAY CLASSES
AT CPS WN
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The ColourfulThe ColourfulThe Colourful
Concert atConcert atConcert at
CPSWNCPSWNCPSWN

The students and teachers of classes 3, 4 and 5
were seen involved in a flurry of activity

throughout the month of September as they
were gearing up with their Biennial Concert.
They left no stone unturned to put up a grand
show which was better than any professional

concert for sure. During rehearsals, the
corridors were full of little angels, miniature
kings, bonsai demons, various props, musical

instruments, and a host of other concert
requirements.

Students of class 3 performed Indian folk tales
and folk songs. They explored the rich tapestry

of India’s cultural heritage through the
captivating narratives and melodious tunes of

the young performers. 



The ColourfulThe ColourfulThe Colourful
Concert atConcert atConcert at
CPSWNCPSWNCPSWN

The students were seen immersed in the vibrant
world of Indian folk culture, and they were eager

to share their interpretations and talents with
the audience.

The students of classes 4 and 5 showcased the
concept of Dashavatar in their Mini Concert.

The spectacular performances, featured the ten
incarnations of Lord Vishnu, each symbolizing a

unique facet of divinity and human existence.
That morning delivered upon the promise of it

being a mesmerising journey through the tales of
these divine avatars, brought to life through the

artistic talents of our young performers. The
audience revelled in the rich cultural heritage,
spirituality, and symbolism that Dashavatar

represents.



Glimpses from theGlimpses from theGlimpses from the
concertconcertconcert



Glimpses from theGlimpses from theGlimpses from the
concertconcertconcert



Glimpses from theGlimpses from theGlimpses from the
concertconcertconcert



Glimpses from theGlimpses from theGlimpses from the
concertconcertconcert



Glimpses from theGlimpses from theGlimpses from the
concertconcertconcert



Glimpses from theGlimpses from theGlimpses from the
concertconcertconcert



On 14th September 2023, Hindi
Divas was celebrated with a lot of

enthusiasm in Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar. Students of

classes 6th ,7th and 8th zealously
took part in the event to celebrate  this

occasion. The programme was
successfully conducted by Kushagra

Agrawal, a student of class 8. 

Hindi Diwas observed
at CPSWN



Hindi Diwas observed

at CPSWN

Group song sung by students of
6th,7th and 8th 

Aaradhya dedicatingher poem to the
occasion

Kushagra Agrawal
conducting the

programme



The teachers of CENTRE POINT SCHOOL
WARDHAMAN NAGAR had a fabulous time

celebrating Teachers’ Day in school on 5th September,
2023. Students from classes 1 to 12 put their best

“feet” forward to entertain and make all the teachers
feel special on their day. 

The entertainment programme was put together by the
Hindi and Sanskrit Department along with volunteers
from class 9. The programme had dances, skit, band

performance, fashion show and games for the teachers.
The students of all ages put their best foot forward and
danced on foot tapping music which made some of the

teachers stand up and dance as well. The skit was
funny as it showed how various famous characters

would behave at a parent teachers’ meet. The fashion
show and the band performance got full marks from all

the teachers present there. A special mention to the
students who regaled the teachers as they performed

bits and pieces from old forgotten advertisements.
Overall, a memorable day!

TEACHER’S DAY AT CPSWN



TEACHER’S DAY AT CPSWN



The bright morning of 14th September got off to a
rocking start as the excited youngsters of Classes 1 and

2 dressed in their finest traditional attire and armed
with their Polas and Aarti thaalis were all set for the
day's celebration of Pola. They were eagerly looking

forward to participating in a lovely thanksgiving festival
celebrated by farmers in Maharashtra and Chhattisgarh
to acknowledge the importance of bulls and oxen that
are a crucial part of agriculture and farming activities. 

With a little help from their teachers, the Polas were
soon arranged at the starting line, waiting to zoom off
as the thrilling races began amidst pulsating music and
loud cheers. Circling the entire area, they were excitedly

watched by the children of other classes who cheered
and clapped in encouragement. It was amazing to

know that some of the Polas were family heirlooms as
old as 50 to 100 years old!! 

The lively morning concluded with the young
participants and winners receiving chocolates to munch
on. They certainly created some unforgettable memories

to cherish!!
The Culture Crusaders team along with Class 1 and 2
teachers and Sports teachers made this event a great

success!

CELEBRATION OF POLA



CELEBRATION OF POLA



The traditional festival of Navratri  brought the
school to life with vibrant colours and cheer as the
students of classes 9 and 10 were seen all decked

up to dance to garba beats. This event was
organised by the CULTURAL CRUSADERS of the
school and it was a grand hit amongst all the

students. 
This was a welcome break from academics and it
looked like our students could carry on dancing

forever. 

Navratri celebrations 



Navratricelebrations 



Navratri
celebrations 



This Just In..



ARTFUL TEACHERS OF
CENTRE POINT SCHOOLS

It is well acknowledged that CENTRE POINT
SCHOOL, WARDHAMAN NAGAR, was a

trailblazer in the sphere of education. The
Artful Teachers‘ Workshop sought to alter the
instructors' thought patterns in an effort to

deviate from the conventional approach to
teaching. The well-known Indian theater figure
Ms. Sanjana Kapoor and the former executive
director of the Centre Point Group of Schools,

Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, led the three-day
program on October 25–27. They made an effort

to include a variety of tactics in order to
improve and enrich the educational experience

for the pupils. 
These educators receive training on how to

create lesson plans with greater artistic flair.
Instead of using IQ in their teaching tactics,

they must incorporate the Emotional Quotient.
It is important to develop abilities such as
reasoning, problem solving, and thinking. In
addition, they were also taught on taking

constructive feedback and the art of asking
thought-provoking questions. It is unquestionably

imperative that we educate our kids how to be
happy in this incredibly competitive environment.



ARTFUL TEACHERS’ TRAINING 
with

Ms. Sanjana Kapoor



CLEANLINESS DRIVE AT

CPSWN

As a part of the CBSE initiative Centre
Point School, Wardhaman Nagar observed  

Cleanliness Week from 9th to 13th
October 2023.

 On 12th October, the cleanliness pledge
was taken during the assembly by Taskin

Chimthanawala where the students
promised to observe cleanliness wherever

they go. 
On October 10, 2023, a few kids from the

Green Warriors Club and Interact Club went
on a cleanup campaign in the neighborhood

that borders the school. The kids took part
in the drive, with great enthusiasm,  raising

awareness about the value of maintaining our
region clean, and at the end of the drive,
they left the designated area spotless. .



CLEANLINESS DRIVE AT

CPSWN



PROJECT DISPLAY BY CLASS 2

This project managed to
keep the element of fun
alive through Shell Art
Activity, ensuring that the
learning experience was
enjoyable for the kids.

"Project Nuts," undertaken by class 2A,

served as an excellent platform for instilling

healthy eating habits in children.

Students engaged in

activities like nut

chat, oil extraction,

and making peanut

chikki

The utilization of nut

shells for Shell Arts

served a dual purpose

by imparting a vital

lesson on resource

recycling



PROJECT DISPLAY BY CLASS 2

Students learned that the
introduction of flavours and
spices may help to mask and
improve the quality while
also increasing the
acceptance of product or
food.

"Working on Project Flavours helped the

students of 2B understand the role of spices in

tickling our taste buds, boosting our immunity,

making tasteless things turn as a delicious

delicacy. .

 Flavours not only make

our humble homemade

food tasty but it helps

enhance whatever

products we use as well.

 One can use herbs as a

flavouring agent and

plant them in their

gardens or use them to

make soup or oils. 



PROJECT DISPLAY BY CLASS 2

The students also
gained insight into
the importance of

planting trees

Through hands-on activities it

taught the children about

healthy eating, recycling,

composting, and the

importance of reducing waste

for a greener and cleaner

environment. 

Project Greens by 2C emphasized the

significance of plants and greenery in

human life. 



PROJECT DISPLAY BY CLASS 2

Students also learnt
the properties of soil

through group
activities. 

They enjoyed touching and

playing with the soil , feeling

the sand in their small hands

and working with mud and

clay They enjoyed observing

the plants in the garden. 

"Students of 2D got an excellent opportunity

to learn and explore through different

activities related to soil. Children became

aware about the need to conserve soil as well. 

 Each activity

encouraged them to

experience the natural

world and awakened a

sense of wonder about

soil and nature.  



PROJECT DISPLAY BY CLASS 2

Students learnt how
to purify and

detoxify their body
through herbal tea

/kada. 

They understood how it
can be useful for their
future and how Yoga

activities helped them
boost their mental health.

Project AYURVEDA was taken up by the

students of 2E. Through various activities

students learnt the importance of Ayurveda,

an age old practice in India. 

 They learnt how to purify anddetoxify their body through herbaltea /kada.Not only this, they alsolearnt how to plant medicinalplants like Tulsi, Aloe vera, giloyetc. 
 


